
Unit 3 project final reflection

The gender that i chose for my third project was an
infographic presentation, and why I had chosen this
gender for my project because I like always doing
presentations for anything in particular and showing
like graphs and explaining anything that is in my
presentations and why this choice that I made
relates to the people of my age or a little older is like
for example when people want to show an increased
of a product or something revolutionary around the
world, the best way to show that is by making
infographic presentation because that is the best
way to show for example statistics and other staff
that come in infographic presentations, but is also
their best way to show information to their audience.

The audience that I target in my infographic
presentation about gun violence was towards the
government like for example the congress the white
house and more other people that work for the
government, and what this people do for the country
is they make the laws around our society so that



people follow and they also make sure that the law is
fair to everybody around the US, and how my
research that I made about gun violence relates to
them because the government made law that control
gun ownership around the US to control gun
violence but when this laws were made some people
agreed to them while others did not and this what
cause people to take advantage of this law and that
is how gun violence became a international conflict
around the US and it was like this since the
beginning of the late 1800’s to the 1900’s in between
these centuries there was a lot of casualties due to
gun violence and what the government did to in
someway prevent more casualties from keep
happening they created the 2 amendment and what
this law do was in some way give the right to people
to own a gun but with certain conditions but after
creating this law people stated to take advantage of
this law and more casualties spread aroud the
nation. What my audience knows about this subject
is that it is concerning but since this conflict has
been going on for years they are trying to find a way
to stop this conflict around the nation by putting
more restrictions towards gun ownership to prevent



more casualties from keep going, but that is were
people agree with the government’s decisions while
others don’t and that is what is causing the people to
take advantage of the government and not care
about the laws but only about their safety and that is
what causing more gun violence around the world,
and what concerns the government the most is that
because of the disagreement that are between the
people around the US that at some point people are
not going to follow the laws anymore and the
government is not going to make sure that their
people is at peace and also safe, but also people are
going to start making assumptions about how the
government doesn't care anymore about the safety
of their people and their vote in the government, and
at that point the government is not going to put
control in their people anymore and laws are not
going to be follow anymore and by that time the
country is going to be at caos and the government is
not going to interfere anymore.

Five traits that are unique to my gender and that I
chose are: Organization,informative
statistics,specially formatted facts,descriptive title



and subheads,and bold, thematically appropriate
color scheme.


